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Corpus availability
Corpora 
in the classroom
fans
But do language teachers
actually use corpora?
Two ways of using corpora 
in language teaching
Indirectly
Teachers (and learners) 
use corpus-based
materials mediated by
experts
e.g. dictionaries, texts
books, grammars
Directly
Teachers (and learners) 
use corpora and
concordances hands-on
i.e. data-driven learning
Do language teachers
use corpora indirectly?
yes
At least in the EFL context
(other languages?)
Indirect use of corpora
A few EFL examples
Dictionaries
COBUILD (1987), Oxford Collocations (2002)
and many others...
Grammars
COBUILD (1990), Longman (1999)...
Text books
COBUILD English course (1989) 
Touchstone series (2004)...
No need to understand corpora
Many users don’t even know what a corpus is (Mukherjee 2004)
Do language teachers
use corpora directly?
no
Email survey (Tribble 2001)
52.8% of respondents used corpora in teaching
But the survey was circulated on Corpora and Linguist lists 
and its readers are:
- an unrepresentative minority
- far more likely to know about corpora than the average
language teacher! 
Do language teachers
use corpora directly?
again, no
Use of corpora in German secondary schools (Mukherjee 2004)
248 qualified English language teachers
10.9% familiar with corpus linguistics
9.7% not familiar but had heard of it
79.4% didn’t know anything about it
(but do they use it?)
Why don’t teachers use corpora 
directly in the classroom?
Main reasons (Tribble 2001) 
29.2% No access to software
23.6% Not enough knowledge about the
potential of corpora
20.2% No time to prepare corpus materials
12.4% Not confident about using computers
to analyse language
+ computers & Internet 
+ free online texts & corpora
50.6% Did not (or could not?) answer why
A growing area of concern
Yvonne Breyer How to teach with corpora: Integrating corpus 
linguistics into initial teacher training
Ute Römer Corpus research and practice: What help do
teachers need and what can we offer?
Alex Boulton Bringing corpora to the masses – Free and easy
tools for language teacing and learning
Fanny Meunier and Cédrick Fairon Empowering teachers and 
learners corpus literacy Using the RSS technology to 
automate tailor-made corpus collection
Francesca Bianchi and Elena Manca Discovering language
through corpora Needed abilities and student difficulties in 
corpus analysis
TaLC 2006
There seems to be a clear need to
Train teachers to use corpora
Improve the usability
of corpus resources
Train learners to use corpora 
Where can teachers learn
about corpora?
Corpus-specific
tutorials
General 
introductions
to corpora
Books and articles
about using corpora 
in language teaching
http://bowland-files.lancs.ac.uk/monkey/ihe/linguistics/contents.htm
General introductions to corpora
http://www.georgetown.edu/faculty/ballc/corpora/tutorial.html
General introductions to corpora
General introductions to corpora
http://www.ict4lt.org/en/en_mod2-4.htm
General introductions to corpora
http://calper.la.psu.edu/corpustutorial/index.php
http://www.natcorp.ox.ac.uk/using/index.xml
Corpus-specific tutorials
http://web.quick.cz/jaedth/Introduction%20to%20CCS.htm
By James Thomas,  Masaryk University, Czech Republic 
Corpus-specific tutorials
Corpus-specific tutorials
http://users.ox.ac.uk/~srp/corpussearching.html
By Stephen Parkinson, Oxford University
http://www.linguateca.pt/COMPARA/Tutorial.doc
Corpus-specific tutorials
Books and articles about
using corpora in language teaching
• Aston, G. (ed.) (2001) Learning with corpora. Houston: 
Athelstan. 
• Johns, T. & P. King (eds.). (1991) Classroom 
Concordancing. Birmingham: The University of 
Birmingham Centre for English Language Studies.
• Sinclair, J. (ed.) (2004) How to Use Corpora in Language 
Teaching. Amsterdam: John Benjamins.
• Tribble, C. & G. Jones. (1997) Concordancing in the 
classroom: a resource guide for teachers. Houston: 
Athelstan.
• TaLC Proceedings 1994, 1996, 1998, 2000, 2002, 2004
and many more....
Where can teachers learn
about corpora?
Corpus specific
tutorials
General 
introductions
to corpora
Books and articles
about using corpora 
in language teaching
Are they
not enough?
What else can we do?
Few teachers use corpora 
no studies yet of how they use them
Some studies of how novice users behave
and most teachers are novice users
Starting point
novice-user behaviour
Novice-user behaviour
Bernardini (2000)
Translation students using the BNC
Kennedy & Miceli (2001)
Intermediate students using the Contemporary Written Italian Corpus
Chambers (2004)
Undergraduate language students using corpora to write essays
Frankenberg-Garcia (2005)
Translation students combining the use of corpora, termbanks, the
Web and paper references
Santos & Frankenberg-Garcia (submitted 2005)
Anonymous user logs of the COMPARA corpus
Help messages to COMPARA
4th year undergraduates using corpora in applied translation
Corpus skills that come as second nature to experts
are not obvious to everyone
Novice-user behaviour
Corpus-specific problems
different search interfaces and CQLs
Need to improve human-computer interaction
A number of very basic problems, 
no matter which corpus is used
Novice-user behaviour
Choosing between different types of corpora
Using a general language corpus to look up technical
terms
e.g. choosing the BNC to look up
electrostatic precipitator
Using a corpus from the early nineties to look up new
words in the language
e.g. choosing the BNC to look up
bluetooth
Harald Bluetooth
Novice-user behaviour
Choosing between different types of corpora
Using a parallel corpus of fiction to look up
words unlikely to turn up in it
e.g. choosing COMPARA to look up the
translation of
Special Tax Indemnity
cupuaçu
Novice-user behaviour
Using sub-corpora
Not using them at all
- using the whole BNC all the time
- not separating written from spoken language in Collins
Worbanks Online (COBUILD)
- not separating translated from untranslated language in
COMPARA
Using them too restrictively
- using only the Brazilian translations in COMPARA for 
general queries that needn’t be restricted to translated
Brazilian Portuguese
Novice-user behaviour
Formulating corpus queries
Too general 
What does DC (in a Colin Dexter novel) mean? 
NU look up in the BNC: DC
Too restrictive
Can you perform a contract?
NU look up in COMPARA:  perform a contract
No follow-up queries
Can’t find out what DC means. 
Can’t perform a contract
Novice-user behaviour
Formulating corpus queries
Dictionary strategies - uninflected forms
COMPARA log files
“coxear” : hobble, hobbled
Lemma “coxear” : hobble, hobbled, limps, limping, creeps
“cutucar” : NO HITS
Lemma “cutucar”: poking, nudges, shaken
Novice-user behaviour
Formulating corpus queries
Search-engine strategies: leaving out stop words
COMPARA log files  
“congratulations” “World” “Cup” : NO HITS
“Virgem” “lábios” “mel” : NO HITS
“a” “virgem” “dos” “lábios” “de” “mel” : the maiden with lips of honey 
the virgin with the honey lips  
the maiden of the honied lips
Novice-user behaviour
Formulating corpus queries
Search engine strategies: case insensitive
COMPARA log files 
CONTABILIDADE : NO HITS
contabilidade : accounting, accountant’s, account,
books, doing the books, book-keeping
“i’d” “love” “to” : NO HITS
“I’d” “love” “to” : adorava, adoraria
gostaria muito, bem gostava
quem me dera
Novice-user behaviour
Formulating corpus queries
Search engine strategies: no accents
COMPARA log files 
conteudo : NO HITS
conteúdo : contents, content, upshot, inside, load
Novice-user behaviour
Formulating corpus queries
Misconceptions about the kind of information that can be
retrieved from a corpus
COMPARA log files 
Na sequência de conversa com o Dr. Magalhães Ramalho e 
tendo existido algumas dúvidas quanto ao valor atribuido ao 
imóvel, venho por este meio clarificar o seguinte
this still did not give me the happiness I thought it would or for 
which I sought 
Novice-user behaviour
Formulating corpus queries
Misconceptions about the way chunks of words behave
COMPARA log files 
water shining
bill quantities
calling with the palm
mad honey
like a manor
Novice-user behaviour
Interpreting corpus data
Not taking corpus size into account
2 hits/20 K words = 2 hits/20 M words!
Not taking corpus composition into account
Not in the BNC, therefore not English!
No experience of dealing with undedited data
Found it in the BNC, therefore it’s English!
Making a summary analysis of results
Found it, never mind near what! (not checking the co-text)
Found it, never mind where! (not checking the context)
Being lured by misleading near matches
Looks like it, yeah, yeah... That’s it!
Need to develop corpus 
awareness
Language teachers are familiar with
dictionaries
grammar books
texts books
(and the Web) 
Difficult to grasp that corpora 
do not work in the same way
Need to develop corpus 
awareness
Pocket dictionary
Corpus size
OED
100 K words 100 M words
Need to develop corpus 
awareness
Corpus composition
Bilingual dictionaryLearner dictionary EncyclopaediaThesaurus
General language
corpus
Newspaper
corpus
Multilingual
corpus
Spoken language
corpus
Need to develop corpus 
awareness
Formulating corpus queries
Dictionary strategies
uninflected forms
Too
limited! CORPORA
Need to develop corpus 
awareness
Formulating corpus queries
Web-browsing strategies
No stop words, no accents, case-insensitive
anything (even spelling mistakes and the most
outrageous things)
Doesn’t 
work!
CORPORA
Need to develop corpus 
awareness
Interpreting corpus data
Dictionaries, grammars, text books, etc.
Written by experts, carefully edited, revised, explained...
CORPORA
Mistakes, idiosyncrasies...
Too many or not enough hits...
Relative frequencies...
Unexpected things... 
My own conclusions???
!?
Where can teachers learn about corpora?
Corpus-specific
tutorials
General 
introductions
to corpora
Books and articles
about using corpora 
in language teaching
basic corpus skills
Raising teachers´ awareness to 
the basics of corpora
Examples of hands-on, task-based
consciousness-raising exercises
To help teachers understand 
1. Different types of corpora
2. How to retrieve information from a corpus
3. How to evaluate that information
Raising teachers´ awareness to 
the basics of corpora
To begin with, teachers don’t have
to make their own corpus 
A few EN examples
The BNC (simple search)
http://www.natcorp.ox.ac.uk/using/index.xml.ID=simple
Collins Wordbanks Online Demo 
http://www.collins.co.uk/corpus/CorpusSearch.aspx
EUROPARL 
http://logos.uio.no/cgi-bin/opus/opuscqp.pl?corpus=EUROPARL;lang=en
COMPARA  
http://www.linguateca.pt/COMPARA/
Business Letter Corpus
http://ysomeya.hp.infoseek.co.jp/
Raising teachers´ awareness to 
the basics of corpora
(Sub-)Corpus Size Type of English Time
BNC 100 M General British early to mid 
1990s
Collins speech 10 M Spoken British contemporary?
EUROPARL - EN 28 M (?) British, Irish, international 
& translated (EP debates)
1998 – 2003
COMPARA - EN 1.5 M Original and translated 
fiction 
1837- 2002
Business Letter 
Corpus
1 M US and UK business letter 
samples
since 2000
But what
does this
mean?
Raising teachers´ awareness to the
basics of corpora
1. understanding different corpora
Understanding different corpora
different corpora exercise
Something old counterpane
Something new MP3
Something common with
Something rare epicure
Something oral                      d’you
Something written amiable
Something technical pelagic
Something regional               lass
Something sentimental         darling
Something religious rosary
Something political coalition
Something foreign rapporteur
Understanding different corpora
different corpora exercise
old
new
common
rare
oral
written
technical
regional
sentimental
religious
political
foreign
counterpane
MP3
with
epicure
d’you
amiable
pelagic
lass
darling
rosary
coalition
rapporteur
BNC COs EUR COM BLC
41 0 0 0 0
0 0 2 0 0
660K +40 163K 12K 7K
16 0 0 0 0
941 +40 0 1 0
35 2 5 16 2
61 0 25 0 0
414 27 0 0 0
2K +40 1 38 0
85 1 1 31 0
2K 12 413 1 3
29 0 16K 0 0
Different corpora 
will give you
different results
Understanding different corpora
getting to know a specific corpus exercise 
• Choose a corpus 
• Read the information about it
• Based on this info, try to predict:
– Frequent words and expressions
– Words and expressions you won’t find in the
corpus
• Test your predictions
Understanding different corpora
Corpus composition exercise 2getting t  know a s ecific corpus exercise 
Business Letter Corpus
Frequent
Yours sincerely
looking forward to 
Thank you for 
I am pleased to 
We regret
Unlikely
Who’s there? 
I love you
very funny
Cheerio
soup
0
0
0
0
3
1462
159
1312
78
79
At least we can provide a bowl of soup and a safe place to sleep.  
the IRS can be as frustrating as eating soup with a fork. 
relayed to him how much you enjoyed the soup. 
Understanding different corpora
old
new
common
rare
oral
written
technical
regional
sentimental
religious
political
foreign
counterpane
MP3
with
epicure
d’you
amiable
pelagic
lass
darling
rosary
coalition
rapporteur
BNC BNC sampler 2 M (1/50)
41 0
0 0
660K 11K
16 0
941 23
35 2
61 0
414 18
2K 116
85 2
2K 41
29 0
corpus size exercise
When 
siz  matters...
Raising teachers´ awareness to the
basics of corpora
2. retrieving information from a corpus
Retrieving information from a corpus
Corpora are not like dictionaries exercise
Carry out a search for look in Collins Wordbanks online
Retrieving information from a corpus
Corpora are not like dictionaries exercise
Now do a search for looks
Retrieving information from a corpus
Corpora are not like dictionaries exercise
Now try a search for looked
Retrieving information from a corpus
Do the same for looking
Uninflected forms 
not always good 
idea!
Corpora are not like dictionaries exercise
Retrieving information from a corpus
Corpora are not like dictionaries exercise
Read the information on the CQL and try and find out how to obtain
results for look, looks, looked and looking all in one go. 
Inflected forms
look@
Alternative forms
look|looked|looks|looking
Retrieving information from a corpus
Corpora are not like dictionaries exercise
Go back to your results for look. Is it always a verb?
Retrieving information from a corpus
Read the information on the CQL and try and find out how to obtain
results only for noun forms of the word look
POS tags
look/NOUN
No tags
a+2look, the+2look
Corpora are not like dictionaries exercise
Retrieving information from a corpus
Corpora are not like web browsers exercise
Look up the English for Protocole sur les privilèges et immunités
in the EUROPARL corpus
First try (without stop words)
Retrieving information from a corpus
Corpora are not like web browsers exercise
Second try (with stop words)
Protocole sur les privilèges et immunités
Protocol on the privileges and immunities
Protocol of the privileges and immunities
Protocol on privileges and immunities
Retrieving information from a corpus
Corpora are not like web browsers exercise
Third try (stop words + case insensitive) 
Retrieving information from a corpus
Corpora are not like web browsers exercise
Fourth try (case-insensitive + wildcards instead of stop words)
Retrieving information from a corpus
Corpora are not like web browsers exercise
Fifth try 
case-insensitive 
any 1 to 5 words between  protocole and immunités
protocole sur les privilèges et immunités (16)
protocole sur les privilèges et les immunités (6)
protocole sur les immunités (3)
protocole des privilèges et immunités (1) 
protocole des immunités (1)
protocole sur les prérogatives et les immunités (1)
protocole relatif aux immunités (1)
different English equivalents
Retrieving information from a corpus
Corpora are not like web browsers exercise
Sixth try 
case-insensitive  
any 1 to 5 words between  protocole and immunités
no accents 
Retrieving information from a corpus
It was okay 
as far as     
I could see
Protocole sur les 
privilèges et 
immunités
COMPARA
EUROPARL
Retrieving information from a corpus
chunks of language exercise 1: reduction and expansion
It was okay as far as I could see   0
was okay as far as I could see   0
okay as far as I could see  0
as far as I could see  3
far as I could see    3
as I could see   4
I could see   117
could see   249
see    2214
It   16005
It was 3268
It was okay  2
It was okay as 0
COMPARA
Retrieving information from a corpus
It’s English, but it’s not in the BNC 
“As a rule of thumb you
need a litre of paint to 
every 12 square metres
of wall”
Retrieving information from a corpus
As a rule
a rule of
rule of thumb
of thumb you
thumb you need
you need a
need a litre
a litre of
litre of paint
290
124
124
1
0
484
0
39
0of paint to
paint to every
to every 12
every 12 square
12 square metres
square metres of
metres of wall
0
6
0
0
0
30
0
Which ones are likely to turn up?
W ich ones won’t turn up?
Which one will be the most 
frequent one?
Chunks of language exercise 2: tri-gram
Raising teachers´ awareness to the
basics of corpora
3. evaluating corpus data
Evaluating corpus data
unedited data exercise
Dictionary BNC
0 1
1 2073
0 1
1 563
0 45
1 1542
0 46
1 4361
*Reckognize
Recognize
*Pronounciation
Pronunciation
*Payed
Paid
*Accomodation
Accommodation
U like dictionaries, the language of
corpora is not revised
(so corpora can include mistakes)
But c rrect things tend to be a lot
more frequent
Evaluating corpus data
count carefully exercise
DIACLAV
4 Portuguese Regional  Newspapers
6 M words
*caiem
44
6
: caem
: 896
: 11
CETEMPúblico
Portuguese National Newspaper
180 M words
Frequencies are 
relative... 
Evaluating corpus data
co-text exercise
Look up congratulations + PREPOSITION in Collins Online
congratulations to 
congratulations on
congratulations from
Evaluating corpus data
co-text exercise
Look up Congratulations + (on|from|to) : what comes next? 
Co-text is important:
Congratulations on
Congratulations to
Congratulations from
used for different
purposes
context and medium exercise
Lookup whatsit in different sub-corpora of Collins Wordbanks online
X
X
X
27 hits/56 M
x 5 hits/36 M
x 0 hits/10 Mx 22 hits/10 M
Context (and medium) 
can matter: Whatsit
typical of spoken
British English
Evaluating corpus data
To summarize
Teachers need help to understand
1. Different types of corpora
2. How to retrieve information from a corpus
3. How to evaluate that information
Many more are possible!
Too obvious for experts, 
but not self-evident for novice users
Novice-user behaviour suggests that:
A few simple, hands-on, task-based 
consciousness-raising exercises
In conclusion
• Recognize that corpus skills are not obvious
• Important to:
– raise teachers’ awareness to different types
of corpora
– train teachers in basic corpus skills
Corpus-specific
tutorials
General 
introductions
to corpora Books and articles
about using corpora 
in language teaching
